Statistics on May 2019 Lecture
230 delivered, 156 opened; 0 bounced, 67 clicks, 65 Responses
She died too young: A study of Joan Eardley by Amanda Herries
Q1

Q3

Which of the following criteria
describe the lecture?
Subject was well researched

62

Clear and audible voice

59

Informative content

51

Confident presentation

55

Related to title

52

Managed equipment well

48

Organised structure

54

Managed time well

47

Relevant images

50

Rapport with audience

47

Good quality images

49

Total Responses

64

Total Responses

63

Q2

Which of the following describe the lecturer’s
presentation?

How did the Lecturer respond to
questions?
Responded well

60

Outstanding

18

Did Not Respond well

1

Excellent

31

Not applicable

1

Very Good

9

Good

8

Passable

0

Poor

0

Answered

64

Q4

62

How do you rate the lecture?

Q5: Please use the space if you wish to make any further comments. (24 – 1=23 responses)
1. Very enjoyable—- really brought the subject to life
2. Once again, we had a lecturer who was using multiple image "slides" to illustrate her talk. These are OK for
use in a university tutorial but far too small for use in a lecture hall. I note that the VH has relented on "front
projection" (good!) but we still use a tiny screen (bad!). There are now no physical restrictions on the size of
the projected image other than the focal length of the projector lens and the dimensions of the screen. Some
"sorting out" is perhaps needed before we reconvene in the autumn?
3. I can never hear the questions, hence no comment. Why can we not use a microphone or ask the questioner
to come to the front? I thought her delivery was rather too emphatic all the time!
4. 100 percent apart from less than perfect voice enhancing from the sound equipment
5. Most interesting and enjoyable
6. A fascinating subject, beautifully presented.
7. Interesting subject, well and enthusiastically presented
8. Thoroughly enjoyed this very interesting, informative and extremely well presented lecture. Excellent speaker
9. So,so good. Enthralled. If only Joan had lived longer! I Lecturer's love of the subject shone through.
10. Voice affected by her cold. Some slide transitions a bit slow - a bit “can you guess what it is yet...” Very
enjoyable
11. wonderful lecture all round !!
12. Lecturer was very enthused about her subject, shared her excitement and appreciation of the artist very well
13. I loved this lecture but then I love her work . Sad that I did not win the raffle so I have put it on my birthday
present list !
14. Very enjoyable and informative.
15. I enjoyed the PowerPoint presentation- a lot of the paintings, sketches etc I had seen before but there were
some I hadn’t. I just didn’t feel that I learnt a lot from the talk that I hadn’t already read or seen before.
16. Pictures too small. Performed (dramatised) in parts rather than gave the lecture.

17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.

I couldn't be at the lecture today ,sorry no feed back from myself
One of the best lectures so far,fascinating and very well researched ,excellent delivery.
I think the lecture was ‘padded out’ too much & would have benefited by being cut by 15 mins. at least.
Sound system needs a little attention
Absolutely first class - best ever!
microphone problems
Very moving, made me appreciate the children’s pictures for the first time. The images could have been
bigger.
24. Beautifully drawn picture of Joan Eardley, the artist and the person.

